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Theater Solutions TS30W Mountable Indoor Speakers 

Introduction

Theater Solutions TS30W Mountable Indoor Speakers White Bookshelf Pair

SPEAKER TYPE: Surround
SPEAKER NOMINAL OUTPUT POWER: 100 Watts
SPEAKER MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER: 200 Watts
IMPEDANCE: 8 Ohm

Theater Solutions TS30W indoor mountable white full range speakers, 20–200 watts recommended power per
speaker, 140–20 kHz frequency response, 89dB efficiency, and 2.5-inch ohm impedance “Heavy duty ABS
construction sealed cabinets, quick release spring loaded wire terminals, poly treated full range woofers, mounting
hardware with hang tabs, each speaker measures 3.5″ x 3.375″ x 4.25” (H x W x D) “designed and manufactured in
the USA, with complete instructions

Use for automotive audio, industrial sound, bookshelves, bathrooms, kitchens, home theatres, numerous rooms, and
surround sound

What’s in the box
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2 Passive Speakers
Mounting Brackets with Hardware
Instruction Manual

How to Use

Connect the speaker’s negative and positive terminal of main source of amplifier.
Now turn the speaker on.
Your speaker will be connected to the amplifier and they will start working

FAQ’s

What kind of speaker do theatres use?
What Speakers Are Used in Cinemas. In order to fill large movie theatres with loud sound without using
enormous amplifiers, movie theatres are forced to employ giant horn-loaded speakers (for the same reasons,
horn speakers are also used for stadium and outdoor concerts).
Which theatre has the finest sound quality?
This improved surround sound technology is known as “Dolby Atmos.” Every type of theatre uses surround
sound to provide the finest audio experience for viewers.
Which speakers does AMC employ?
You get 500 times the contrast ratio of a regular movie theatre in AMC’s Dolby Cinema. For any blockbusters
you may be intending to watch, this is ideal. Dolby Atmos offers a tonne of power, including four ceiling-
mounted subwoofers, 48 surround sound speakers, and five in-screen speakers.
What speakers in a home theatre are the most crucial?
Each speaker in a 5.1 home theatre system or other arrangement has a function, but the center channel
speaker has the distinction of being the most significant.
What distinguishes surround sound from a home theatre system?
Stereo produces a soundscape that is roughly shaped like a stage that is in front of you, as if you were seated
at a theatre. (Surround sound recreates the same performance stage, but it also gives the listener the option of
adding the ability to place noises to their sides and behind them.)
What is the price of 5.1 Surround Sound?
If you have $700 to spend, you can install 5.1 surround sound in your house even if you don’t currently have
any of the required parts. Spend between $300 and $450 on a set of five decent speakers and a subwoofer. A
suitable receiver will cost an extra $200.
Does a subwoofer hold the top spot?
Because most speakers in an audio or home theatre system are unable to reproduce all the frequencies your
audio source provides to them, subwoofers are essential. Some of the sound will be lost if you don’t have a
subwoofer.
Is a center channel speaker truly necessary?
A home theatre system’s center channel speaker is essential since it transmits around 70% of the speech from
movies and television shows. You’re losing out on important details of what you’re seeing without one.
Does a soundbar compare well to a home theatre setup?
A surround-sound system is probably what you want if you enjoy home theatre. Any soundbar, regardless of
budget, cannot compare to the audio experience provided by a 2.1, 5.1, or an Atmos 5.1.4-channel
configuration. Larger and more captivating sound is a benefit that is crucial in spaces of a considerable size.
Is a soundbar’s quality comparable to surround sound?
Your living situation may determine whether you choose a soundbar or surround sound system. Due to their tiny
size, soundbars are the best option for small apartments. However, surround sound installations will almost
always offer a superior listening experience if you have the room.
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